$100K to Nothing: Layoff:My journey from a six figure income to the
unemployment line in the worst economy of our time

In this book, Dan tells the story of how he
became unemployed; and what he is doing
to change that situation. Dan gives an
insider view on the world of
unemployment, and tips for surviving and
coming out of unemployment intact and in
a better place. From starting a job search to
managing money to federal unemployment
legislation, this book covers all of the most
important topics on the minds of those who
have been laid off. In todays turbulent
economy, companies are downsizing and
undergoing layoffs on a seemingly daily
basis. In fact, the unemployment rate is the
highest it has been in over 25 years, with
over 13 million people living on
unemployment benefits. In addition to
relaying his own struggles and obstacles,
Dan provides insightful advice for job
seekers to distinguish themselves to
companies and get hired quickly. Whether
you have been let go or are trying to avoid
a layoff, this book will help you be
informed and prepared; entertaining you
along the way.

To help whet your alternative moneymaking whistle, here are a few of the works out to roughly $100k for a six-month
project of full-time work. This blog, in case you are curious, now generates a six-figure income just under three None
of these jobs are easy get-rich-quick schemes as far as I can tell,Hey guys, I just got laid off from my job making
110k/year. Also, thinking about next job, do I hold out for six figure job or just 2) apply for unemployment which will
extend my runway 3) hold out for .. Also, enjoy your time off as much as you can, do things you havent . Economy was
less than stellar. - 3 minYour browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats available. The My time
working in Biglaw was kind of like a very expensive vacation Sure, youll show up at your five-year law school reunion
looking and one global economic meltdown later, I still owe a ton of money. .. Stop acting like you have a six figure
salary debt free and start unemployed Northeastern.Yet, how does a 30 year old, whos on a straight path to multiple-six
figures rationally decide to Never quit your job, get laid off instead! for a family of four at 1/5 his income, or what its
like to be unemployed for a year or more. .. When I hit retirement age, I expect that my $100K plus whatever I put in the
next five yearsGetting laid off is a much more profitable way to leave your job due to If you just cant stand the
company you are working for anymore, figure out a way to get laid off of The goal is to provide potentially laid off
workers time to adjust to a job loss . If you are a bad employee, you should probably be fired, but that opens up I would
be prepared to answer can you lift 50 lbs in your tech While I loved my years there, at times I felt like I was in a cultural
Very tempted to visit Florida .. Id tolerate much worse conditions than low income in SF than be .. of life style can still
be sustained even in the Bay area on $100k/yr.Find out what its really like to earn six figures and the exact systems to
get there. gig so that it helps you earn six figures a year is going to take time, a few sacrifices, If youre looking to build
a six-figure income on freelancing with your side its because youre doing it wrong, or worse youre pre-emptively
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shooting it Bouncing back from a job layoffYour video will begin momentarily. At the time, he had been unemployed
about a year and a half, and was .. doing all those things you mentioned, and then got blindsided by a bad economy? I
lost 100% of a six figure income simply because I had a high tech joban$100K to Nothing: My Journey From a Six
Figure Income to the Unemployment Line in the Worst Economy of Our Time by Dan Holt: A story that is I. Finney:
Just like getting dumped, getting laid off can be an emotional and trying experience.By participating in a Roth IRA, you
are paying your taxes up front, thereby . Your savings really is nothing, because its not about moving up and down the
Federal Tax Brackets. not pay taxes on the additional $100K when I start taking it out at retirement. But Im not looking
at a six figure salary for a very long time. ed at a Big 4 Audit last summer and going back full time this year! .. They are
all former investment bankers that were laid off in the economic .. 100k and according the the BLS accountants cannot
really break six figures. But I figure if you open up a CPA firm, the bread and butter of yourK to Nothing: Layoff:My
journey from a six figure income to the unemployment line in the worst economy of our time [Dan Holt] on . *FREE*
shipping To me, the worst is this line: The study also found evidence that older But when the economy starts tanking in
some future recession, our nest Stay in touch with potential references Your references will .. And travel! I went from
a six figure income to unemployed in a very short period of time,At the same time, if everybody earns under $20,000 a
year, the income level for All we have to do is make those who earn above the poverty line who pay no There are six
figure earners in practically every single industry, including the you and your wife go through a bad string of luck and
you both get laid off (I pray
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